
IN TODAY’S HYPERCONNECTED WORLD, with its 
multiple mobile devices, ubiquitous Internet access 
and pervasive social media platforms, people expect 
immediate access to information and services. These 
expectations are increasingly felt in corporate IT 
departments, where business units demand instant 
applications and turn-on-a-dime services.

Virtualization and cloud computing can help corporate 
IT meet these demands by helping it become more 
flexible and agile. But the ultimate solution is to  
transform the way IT is delivered. Many enterprises 
have already started on the journey toward a full  
IT as a service (ITaaS) model.

As organizations travel this road, however, they often 
run into a wall. Actually, several walls, including those 
between the server, storage and networking functions. 
The traditional IT infrastructure is often too rigid to 
enable companies to fully utilize their IT resources. In 
many cases, servers, storage and networking have 
been built and managed separately, creating func-
tional silos. And within the storage architecture, an 
explosion in the amount and types of data—coupled 

with new demands from the virtualization of servers 
and clients—has made storage increasingly inflexible 
and complicated to manage.

These factors stand in the way of the kind of adapt-
ability, agility and integrated management that an 
efficient enterprise requires. If organizations are to 
continue toward the goal of delivering ITaaS, they 
need to break down these barriers and lay the 
groundwork for a next-generation architecture. 

/// THE LIMITS OF  
TRADITIONAL STORAGE 

The typical storage architecture was designed 20 years 
ago, when workloads were predictable and data was 
structured. But today companies are dealing with an 
unprecedented amount of information, including unstruc-
tured data such as audio and video, which requires 
massive capacities. Storage systems must accommo-
date many different types of workloads with different 
performance requirements. Add to the mix increasingly 
demanding applications, distributed data center environ-
ments, legacy business processes that must be supported 
and nonstandard infrastructure inherited through 
acquisitions, and you get a gerrymandered architecture 
comprising many discrete storage resources that must be 
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THE JOURNEY TO AN EFFICIENT ENTERPRISE
Organizations typically pass through five phases as they transform their traditional operations into an IT as a 
service (ITaaS) model:

managed individually. Such an architecture is disruptive 
to scale, expensive to own and operate and increasingly 
difficult and labor-intensive to manage.

ITaaS requires a pool of storage that’s flexible and 
fungible. The IT staff must be able to quickly configure 
storage for a particular need and then just as quickly 
reconfigure it so it can be used again elsewhere. The 
storage must be malleable so that capacity can be 
quickly expanded, data and applications can be easily 
and securely migrated and workloads can be auto-
matically rebalanced. Applications need to be online 
24/7/365, so high availability is paramount. Finally, 
management of the entire storage pool, as well as 
coordination with virtualized servers and networking, 
should be streamlined and simplified.

 

/// THE PATH TO IT AS A SERVICE

Organizations need a strategy for rearchitecting 
storage so that it enables, rather than constricts, the 
delivery of IT services. According to HP, it’s all about 
Converged Storage, which breaks through the barriers, 
reducing complexity so that IT can expand storage on 
a “pay as you grow” basis. It involves the creation a 
pool of storage based on modular building blocks that 
can be moved and reconfigured on the fly to support 
a range of needs. In fact, HP’s approach to Converged 
Storage incorporates several core capabilities:

8   MULTI-TENANCY:  the ability to securely host 
many different applications in a single pool 
of storage, delivering the appropriate level of 
resources and performance for each application

8   FEDERATION: the ability to geographically 
distribute storage resources and move data 
among those resources without disrupting user 
access to that data 

8   EFFICIENCY: the ability to allocate resources 
in the most cost-effective manner through thin 
provisioning and other techniques 
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8   AUTONOMIC MANAGEMENT: the capability to 
reconfigure itself, balancing workloads and ascer-
taining the appropriate tiering of data without 
manual intervention

That’s very important when it comes to “big data,” 
as enterprises struggle to store, access, manage 
and analyze petabytes (PB) of data—often very large 
distributed aggregations of loosely structured, or 
unstructured, and incomplete data—while complying 
with growing security and regulatory requirements. In 
this scenario, complexity and scalability limitations of 
legacy architectures can stunt emerging application 
deployment along with the ability to more effectively 
harness the power of corporate information, so the 
need for converged storage becomes abundantly 
clear. 

/// DATA GETS BIGGER AND BIGGER

A Converged Storage strategy enables companies 
to more easily deal with file-based, unstructured 
data that has outpaced database-driven information 
growth for some time now. Factors including richer 
file formats, an avalanche of digital photos and videos, 
the increased use of online collaboration platforms 
such as SharePoint, e-mail messages and 3-D 
modeling all contribute to the explosion of big data.

Statistics and customer evidence indicate that the 
majority of an organization’s data is unstructured—
and it’s getting very big indeed. In fact, Enterprise 
Strategy Group said in 2010 that unstructured file-
based data accounted for 76 percent of all storage 
capacity, accounting for more than 25,000 PB of 
archived capacity, and will continue to grow rapidly in 
years to come.  Analysts expect such data to grow at 
a compound annual growth rate of at least 50 percent, 
with some predicting a rate as high as 60 percent or 
70 percent year over year.  

Standardize and 
consolidate



/// STORAGE CHALLENGES WITH  
BIG DATA

For today’s organizations, this is really a “big every-
thing” problem—one brought on not only by the rapid 
growth of unstructured data and ineffective archive 
solutions but also by general content proliferation, the 
analytical data explosion and the advent of massive 
content depots. This, in turn, creates big challenges—
such as how to effectively scale infrastructure to meet 
new requirements, manage spiraling costs, move 
data to different parts of the infrastructure to better 
optimize cost and performance, and deal with refresh 
cycles and protect technology investments.

Legacy storage systems designed 20 years ago simply 
can’t keep up. Those systems were equipped for a 
time when data loads were largely transactional and 
highly predictable. Such legacy systems also assumed 
a one-to-one relationship between servers and storage 
systems, resulting in a siloed architecture that doesn’t 
mesh well with the highly virtualized data centers of 
today’s companies. 

In the current context of unstructured data explosion, 
the word unpredictability has been very predictable. Yet, 
as content sources evolve and give rise to new informa-
tion sources, there is always added pressure on storage 
systems to meet the same service-level agreements 
(SLA) requirements  and efficiencies to applications and 
end users. Traditional storage systems with a scale-up 
design and a finite set of resources operating within the 
confines of physical boundaries are not an answer to the 
problem. Throwing more storage at the problem looks 
like a perfect solution but soon results in poor resource 
utilization, with trapped capacities, increased storage 
management complexities and higher overall TCO. 

And as data ages, its time value decreases and it 
can become a liability without proper intelligent data 
management techniques. This can add significantly 
to the overall cost of storage itself. At the same time, 
the technology upgrade/refresh cycle often outlives 
the data life cycle. Data migration and upgrades in a 
rapidly growing environment can seriously hinder an 
organization’s ability to deliver the quality of service 
and uptime required for end users and applications. 
In the big data era, these limitations are simply a 
nonstarter when high availability and constant access 
to data are the assumed norm.

 

/// MEETING SOLUTION REQUIREMENTS

To keep up with growth, companies need to rethink 
their storage strategy, moving to a converged infra-
structure that is at once more efficient, scalable, intel-
ligent and available. That infrastructure includes:
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8   SCALABLE STORAGE, which can start small 
and grow, allowing for large content depots and 
archives to be addressed as one global data 
resource 

8   THIN PROVISIONING, which can delay 
capacity purchases to when capacity is written 
to, as opposed to when capacity is needed 

8   AUTOMATED STORAGE TIERING, which 
makes for nondisruptive data movement to 
store the right data in the right tier for the right 
cost metric 

8   DATA DEDUPLICATION, to reduce capacity 
and enable capacity efficiency that keeps up 
with data growth 

Specifically, newer-generation storage systems such 
as HP IBRIX X9000 Storage are designed from the 
ground up to handle unstructured data. They enable 
organizations to pay as they grow, adding capacity—
up to 16 PB in total—and/or performance as needs 
dictate. A modular structure accommodates multi-
petabyte growth without downtime, so IT can easily 
add or replace nodes or storage components as 
requirements evolve. 

This newer generation also allows for built-in policy 
management and automated file migration capabili-
ties, so administrators can optimize for performance, 
capacity or retention—while improving efficiency and 
eliminating human involvement, for reduced capex 
and opex costs. At the same time, allowances for data 
integrity and immutability are core tenets of storage. 
Not only can data be verified when it is read or written 
but it can also be scanned and validated for reports 
on any data corruption at any time. Data can even be 
fingerprinted, providing constant background checks 
and ensuring data integrity in archives. 

See how HP’s Converged Storage solution 
helps MD Anderson Cancer Center manage and 
convert their data into information for better 
patient care.

http://h30423.www3.hp.com/index.jsp?fr_story=994a2a612fe630ad3f47f19b15c8566e8a5d81a6&rf=bm
http://h30423.www3.hp.com/index.jsp?fr_story=994a2a612fe630ad3f47f19b15c8566e8a5d81a6&rf=bm
http://h30423.www3.hp.com/index.jsp?fr_story=994a2a612fe630ad3f47f19b15c8566e8a5d81a6&rf=bm
http://h30423.www3.hp.com/index.jsp?fr_story=994a2a612fe630ad3f47f19b15c8566e8a5d81a6&rf=bm


The HP X9000, in particular, is a multinode cluster that 
abstracts the hardware from the software, creating 
an environment in which underlying hardware nodes 
can be replaced without disrupting data access while 
the system automatically redistributes data and load-
balances performance. Essentially, the system can 
evolve to adapt to new technology over time. 

These and other characteristics enable organizations 
to effectively handle big data and put them one step 
closer to a true converged storage strategy. 

/// ONE STEP AT A TIME

Implementing Converged Storage is an evolution and 
does not require immediate wholesale replacement of 
current systems. But by putting a plan into place now, 
enterprises can optimize their current storage invest-
ments while building toward a converged future and 
accruing concomitant benefits along the way. The plan 
should include three basic tenets:

 

8   UPDATE, STANDARDIZE AND CONSOLIDATE 
PLATFORMS: use standard hardware and 
operational processes as a base on which to 
build a data center infrastructure. This reduces 
sprawl, lowers costs and eases management.

8   ADD SOFTWARE INNOVATIONS: implement 
software that enables scaling without disrupting 
data or applications, to create and easily move 
storage modules and change configurations for 
growth. With scale-out storage, the physical 
form factor is no longer a limitation, allowing 
for more predictable operational costs while 
enabling flexibility.

8   �INTEGRATE MANAGEMENT: add tools that 
facilitate management across servers, storage 
and networks. This enables IT to operate as a 
utility, deploying new applications in minutes 
and provisioning resources on demand. 

By using these concepts, organizations can develop 
a storage platform that is ideal for controlling 
explosive data growth. Indeed, HP’s Converged 
Storage can enable organizations to deploy storage 
faster, reduce the time it takes to deliver IT services, 
reduce energy use and physical space requirements 
and cut the time and expense of managing storage 
systems.  n

For more information on HP IBRIX X9000 
Storage, click here.
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BIG DATA DRIVERS

The profound effects of data growth are 
felt across many different industries and 
company types, including: 

8  Media/entertainment, which deals  
with huge high-definition files, digital  
production and digital delivery of content

8  Health care, which produces digital 
X-rays, CT scans and increasing image 
resolutions

8  Life sciences that handle massive 
amounts of data from genomic sequenc-
ing and protein sequencing projects

8  Legal services that generate huge  
quantities of data from e-discovery and 
review processes

8  Service providers that offer cloud  
archiving or archiving via software as a 
service (SaaS)

8  Enterprises that retain content in  
accordance with corporate governance, 
litigation support, compliance and internal 
record management policies

8  Organizations that embrace social media 
tools and applications that produce  
copious amounts of unstructured data 

8  Companies that use e-mail, collaborative 
systems such as Microsoft® SharePoint 
and/or corporate file servers that  
generate or host file-based content

 

http://www.hp.com/go/X9000
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Extend your data center’s 
life expectancy
Companies can extend the life of their  
data centers by two to five years through  
a combination of IT strategies

By Sandra Gittlen  
Computerworld

This year marks the 10th anniversary of the 
1,200-square-foot data center at the Franklin W. Olin 
College of Engineering — that means the facility has 
been operating three years longer than CIO and vice 
president of operations Joanne Kossuth had originally 
planned. Now, even though the school needs a facility 
with more capacity and better connectivity, Kossuth 
has been forced to set aside the issue because of the 
iffy economic times.

“Demand has certainly increased over the years, push-
ing the data center to its limits, but the recession has 
tabled revamp discussions,” she says.

Like many of her peers, including leaders at Citigroup 
and Marriott International, Kossuth has had to get 
creative to eke more out of servers, storage, and the 
facility itself. To do so, she’s had to re-examine the life 
cycle of data and applications, storage array layouts, 
rack architectures, server utilization, orphaned de-
vices and more.

Rakesh Kumar, research vice president at Gartner, says 
he’s been bombarded by large organizations looking for 
ways to avoid the cost of a data center upgrade, expan-
sion or relocation. “Any data center investment costs at 
minimum tens of millions, if not hundreds of millions, of 
dollars. With a typical data center refresh rate of five to 
10 years, that’s a lot of money, so companies are look-
ing for alternatives,” he says.

While that outlook might seem gloomy, Kumar finds 
that many companies can extract an extra two to five 
years from their data center by employing a combina-
tion of strategies, including consolidating and rationaliz-
ing hardware and software usage; rolling out virtualiza-
tion; and physically moving IT equipment around. Most 
companies don’t optimize the components of their 

data center and, therefore, bump up against its limita-
tions faster than necessary, he says.

Here are some strategies that IT leaders and other 
experts suggest to push data centers farther.

Relocate noncritical data. One of the first areas 
that drew the attention of Olin College’s Kossuth was 
the cost of dealing with data. As one example, alumni, 
admissions staff and other groups take multiple CDs 
worth of high-resolution photos at every event. They use 
server, storage, and bandwidth resources to edit, share, 
and retain those large images over long periods of time.

To free the data center from dealing with the almost 
10TB of data those photos require, Kossuth opened a 
corporate account on Flickr and moved all processes 
surrounding management of those photos over there. 
Not only did it save her the cost of a $40,000 stor-
age array she would have had to purchase, but also 
alleviated the pressure on the data center from the 
resource-intensive activity associated with high- 
resolution images.

“There is little risk in moving noncore data out of 
the data center, and now we have storage space for 
mission-critical projects,” Kossuth says.

Take the pressure off of high-value applications and 
infrastructure. Early on, Olin College purchased an 
$80,000 Tandberg videoconferencing system and 
supporting storage array. Rather than exhausting that 
investment from overuse, Kossuth now prioritizes video 
capture and distribution, shifting lower-priority projects 
to less expensive videoconferencing solutions and 
YouTube for storage.

For example, most public relations videos are gener-
ated outside of the Tandberg system and are posted 
on the college’s YouTube channel. “The data center no 
longer has to supply dedicated bandwidth for stream-
ing and dedicated hardware for retention,” she says. 
More importantly, the Tandberg system is kept pristine 
for high-profile conferences and mission-critical 
distance learning.

Suggested Reading
These additional resources include business white papers  
and previously published articles from IDG Enterprise.

Read the full article

http://www.infoworld.com/d/data-center/extend-your-data-centers-life-expectancy-175707?page=0,0
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Big data prep:  
5 things IT should do now
Ready or not, big data is coming. Here are 5 
things IT managers can do today to prepare for 
the data deluge of tomorrow

By Beth Stackpole 
Computerworld 

Got your “big data” plan in place? If not, you may want 
to start thinking about implementing one.

Big data is being hailed — or hyped, depending on 
your point of view — as a key strategic business asset 
of the future. That means it’s only a matter of time 
before the suits in the corner office want to know IT’s 
thoughts on the matter.

What to tell them? To be sure, handling large amounts 
of data isn’t virgin territory for most IT departments, 
but beyond the hype, analysts say, big data really is 
different from the data warehousing, data mining and 
business intelligence (BI) analysis that have come 
before it.

Data is being generated with greater velocity and vari-
ability than ever before, and, unlike data in the past, 
most of it is unstructured and raw (sometimes called 
“gray data”).

Blogs, social media networks, machine sensors and 
location-based data are generating a whole new 
universe of unstructured data that — when quickly 
captured, managed and analyzed — can help compa-
nies uncover facts and patterns they weren’t able to 
recognize in the past.

“We’ve collected data for a long time, but it was very 
limited — we produced a lot of it, but no one was 
doing much with it,” says Paul Gustafson, director of 
Computer Sciences Corp.’s Leading Edge Forum, Tech-
nology Programs. “The data was archived and it was 
modeled around business processes, not modeled as 
a broader set of core knowledge for the enterprise. 
The mantra is this shift from collecting to connecting.”

For example, the U.S. healthcare industry could drive 
efficiencies and increase productivity by effectively 
harnessing data related to quality of care, success 
rates and patient history, according to a May report 
on big data issued by McKinsey Global Institute, which 
estimated that the industry could generate more than 
$300 billion in value every year with such bigdata ini-
tiatives. The report likewise suggests that big data has 
the potential to increase an average retailer’s operat-
ing margin by more than 60 percent.

IT is standing at the forefront of this data revolution, 
industry observers say.

“This is an opportunity to walk into the CEO’s office 
and say, ‘I can change this business and provide 
knowledge at your fingertips in a matter of seconds for 
a price point I couldn’t touch five years ago,’” says Eric 
Williams, CIO at Catalina Marketing.

Williams should know — Catalina maintains a 2.5-peta-
byte customer-loyalty database, including data on 
more than 190 million U.S. grocery shoppers collected 
by the largest retail chains. This information is, in 
turn, used to generate coupons at checkout based on 
purchase history.

To steer organizations into the era of real-time predic-
tive intelligence, Williams and other industry watch-
ers say, tech managers must evolve their enterprise 
information management architecture and culture to 
support advanced analytics on data stores that mea-
sure in terabytes and petabytes (potentially scaling to 
exabytes and zettabytes).

“IT is always saying they want to find ways to get 
closer to the business — [big data] is a phenomenal 
opportunity to do exactly that,” Williams says.

Read the full article

4AA3-8108ENW

http://www.infoworld.com/d/business-intelligence/big-data-prep-5-things-it-should-do-now-177090

